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Introduction
This document is the final report for 2012-2013 Graduation project in
“Complex Cities” studio.
The research name is “Travel to Justice, the research on social-spatial
effect of transit oriented development in China”. It focus on the social
issues related with public transportation in urban area with the theory
of “ Transport poverty”. The target city is Shenzhen, China, which is a
30-year-old city. Transit oriented development has been largely used
here for urban development now and then. In graduation year, we
discuss the issues between this economy-focused development plan
and the large amount of floating people who flooded into this city for
fortune, searching for the solution for a social justice and sustainable
development the city in the future
This report would start with introduction of Chinese background
information, then goes to problem statement and research questions.
Methodology part would talked about the tools that used in searching
for answers in this research.
The theory part would talked about how the transit oriented development
theory was applied in the past decades over the world and how the
transport poverty issue was proposed in western world with focus on
vulnerable group in implementing transport network planning.
The Chinese story would focused on how the transport poverty
issue evolved in China, from perspectives of four different groups
of stakeholders: Government, Public transportation, Developer ad
Floating population. The cooperation and conflicts between them
would be explained, and cases study would offer more sights into
similar situation in other Asian cities and possible solutions for our
research.
Future strategy would talked about solutions for both regional level
and local level. At the last part would be introduction, analysis and
design intervention principle for the pilot design site.
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Personal motivation
Urban layers
The traditional layer analysis shows how our city consists with different
elements, which generally could be seen as an objective fact fitting all
the various urban environments in the world; In another word, it is an
equally admitted base.
Heeling at al offered a physical layers of city, not only the three lays
showed here, trying to perceive our living environment by different
physical layers with different functions and priorities. Dupuy understood
the city as a flow network based on the network city idea , the whole
world is build upon infrastructure layers and the upper structure are
demand network and supply network. When entering the information
age, Castells offered an information flow structure, which is based
on the electronic infrastructure and build information hubs and nodes
on it, the highest level is the management level who controlled this
whole world. Lefebvre looks at the city from human level, rather than
objectively describing physical or virtual world. Different groups of
people understand the physical world in different way. So this is world
consists of conceived places and perceived places.
That’s how I started to understand the so-called equal world. If we include
the superstructure in the same series, when physical structure was
translated to various services, undergoing in the control of social rules,
the citizens, who are the end users of these urban service, shared an
unequal urban physical resource due to the filtering function of service
layer. In this way we recognize different social groups in different
social clusters, and also they occupied different quarter of urban area
geographically. As Graham mentioned, infrastructure system, which
originally should be the basis of an equally urban environment, has
become partly premium to certain groups, consequently exacerbate the
unbalance of sharing upper level service and the social segregation.
(Graham, 2001)
Social issues related
with infrastructure facilities: People waiting outside rail station for trains
home in Spring festival.
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Industry transition
Since 1978, China central government has been
implementing “Open door” policy to alleviate the
national wide economic difficulties, including releasing
control on economy growth, attracting oversea investment,
and transferring from socialist economy to socialist market
economy. Coastal area was addressed mostly at start. From
1978 to 1988, Shenzhen and other four districts were chosen to
set up Special Economic Zone due to their convenient location for
Taiwan and Hong Kong, where major capital source came from in
early years.
Countless of young people flooded from hinterland provinces into
these coastal cities, work for labor-intensive industry or running their
individual business, and making China into the biggest world factory.
Due to the system of household registration known as Hukou system,
this group of people cannot be covered by workplace’s welfare. Legally
they are illegal migration, who we called “ floating population” now.

Industry upgrade and transition
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Decades later, GDP of coastal area reached the level of western
developed countries, while the some hinterland provinces are still
on the level of some undeveloped countries in Africa. Before 2008,
labor-intensive industry have already started moving into hinterland
for cheaper labour, and costal area also launched industry upgrade
project. After the worldwide financial crisis, bunch of small business
bankrupted on coastal area, more floating people moved back into
hinterland for jobs and affordable life. On one hand, since 2010,
coastal area are now facing a labour shortage, many companies raise
the salary to attract more worker, on the other hand, floating people
who didn’t leave years ago are more willing to stay to form a family.

Working force movement

Shenzhen

Open port and SEZ in China
Open port
SEZ zone
Hong Kong, Macao
and Taiwan
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At the end of 2000, urban exploit fill almost every corner of SEZ,
while outside SEZ, the urbanization rate also reached high. In the
new millennium, the Shenzhen kept on expands in periphery area
of SEZ. And finally due to the boundary check for SEZ didn’t fit the
agglomeration of urban functions as a whole, the boundary of SEZ
abolished, stimulating the urbanization in Bao’an and Longgang
district. Also during this decade, the second nuclear power station
completed besides the first one; a new bridge over Shenzhen bay
linked West Shenzhen with Northwestern Hong Kong, improving the
role of Shenzhen as a logistics centre.
After 2010, Hi-speed railway was introduced into planning system,
as one part of national hi-speed railway network, the hi-speed line
through Shenzhen in the future would connect Beijing and Hong Kong,
improving the link of Hong Kong and hinterland. For Shenzhen, the
whole transport plan also altered the framework for a hi-speed future.
When municipal experts are drawing lines on map, the urbanization
rate of Shenzhen reached 100%, but more than half of the built area
was covered by individual industry and irregular formed urban village.

Car oriented city & Metro construction
Current Shenzhen structure is quite different from many normal
Chinese cities where has historical downtown cores and new urban
expansion surrounded. For Shenzhen is a new built city, the planning
concept at the very first is to learning Hong Kong mode, then soon
lean to cluster planning, in which cities is consist of different clusters
with highways in between (Zacharias and Tang, 2010). Since that time
Shenzhen formed its rudiment of current structure, the major travel
mode also was set to car travel in the future. This idea have a serious
influence on Shenzhen’s travel mode in the next 30 years, with very
wide highways surrounded by green area with pedestrian paths, but
with no cycle line and consideration for mass public transport.
This problems didn’t surfaced until the traffic congestion in downtown
area has become a serious issue, the government had to consider a
mass rapid transit project. It is the year 1998 that central government
granted Shenzhen a chance to build its first metro line. It didn’t take
long when the first metro network plan released. Until 2013, Shenzhen
5 lines metro network covered most of downtown area and 3 more
lines are under construction currently.
Metro: Clean, fast and comfortable. An efficient strategy to kill traffic jams on road
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Problem statement:
Lack of coherence between the urban structure, urban service
featured by new urban plan and current condition of Floating
population in Shenzhen, which in turn leads to Unbalanced
opportunity to jobs, vocations, social relation and public service.
At the first glance, Shenzhen is like many other Chinese metropolitan
district, having a busy and packed downtown, marked with many
high-rise office towers and residential slabs throughout the city. All
of these were supported by developed metro underground and bus
lines everywhere. However, on regional level, as a industry city, a
port city making Shenzhen packed with industry compound and urban
villages either. So one outstanding character of Shenzhen planning is
the strong contrast between luxury central business district and poor
conditioned crowded urban villages standing each side of road.
With this situation, the public transportation plan which burdens
the future urban development casts a huge effect on local people,
especially to those unregistered people, who has no many rights to
protect themselves in conflicts. Generally speaking, in all aspects of
urban life, they are vulnerable group.

Research question:
How to improve the transit oriented development strategies in
China to make them benefit floating group and contribute to a
social-economic sustainable urban development?
Like Shenzhen, the TOD strategy has been applied a lot in urban
development in China, while most of them are economy oriented. How
to improve the current TOD policy in China to make it not only benefit
the interests of vulnerable group, but also implement the desire of
governmental plan and developers’ interests on profit.
To answer that questions, there are some sub questions that need to
answered:
1.1 What is the TOD strategy in western country and related social
issues?
1.2 Which of these perceptions could be valuable for China?
2.1 What do the floating population required in daily life.
2.2 How do the floating population use public transportation
3.1 What are the interests of parties involved in TOD strategy?
3.2 What kind of conflicts arise in this process?
3.3 How does the floating population get effect from current TOD
strategies?
4.1 How to organised the design principle based on research?
4.2 How can these strategy affect the local spatial design?
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Transit Oriented Development
Transit oriented development(TOD) is a mixed-use residential
and commercial area designed to maximize access to public
transport(Wikipedia), which is firstly mentioned by Peter Calthorpe in
1993 with his book “The next American metropolis”. The original aim
of TOD belongs to part of “New urbanism” movement, which in early
period was called “New traditional planning”, which start mainly in the
United States where the post-war car oriented urban planning has
caused numerous suburbanisation projects throughout the country
and increasingly decline of downtown district. In respond to this
phenomenon, the “New urbanism” is focused on promoting walkable
neighbourhoods containing a range of housing and job types, while
TOD is one important development strategy to achieve this aim.
There are many versions of definition of Transit oriented development,
but most of them contain keywords like mixed use land, pedestrianfriendly environment and developed public transportation. As conclude
by Peter Calthorpe, three main characters of TOD is

“Density, Diversity and Design”
Density means TOD policy encourage high density development
around transit station area to improve the land use efficiency and
prevent the uncontrolled urban sprawl. Higher density could also bring
higher transit ridership and decrease the car usage.
Diversity means multi- functional land use could cut off the need
to travel with cars, the daily use functions like workplaces, home,
shopping and leisure place could be reached in walking distance or
local public transportation.
Design means physical design is required to create a comfortable
walking and cycling environment, especially avoiding the conflict
between pedestrians and car traffic, designing a safe and healthy
public space, improving the transferring between transit travel and
other travel method like cycling and bus link, decreasing the use of
cars. (Calthorpe,1993)
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TOD in Chinese context
Transit oriented development is easily to be seen as economy focused
planning theory, just seen as the national wide infrastructure fever. One
of the major implement field is countless new town plan throughout the
country, TOD as an “import” strategy becomes a slogan of large scale
of urban expansion, attracting lots of investment like headquarters, 5
star hotels, expansive housing etc. Comparing to the TOD strategy
itself, the Chinese TOD is more like camouflage covering for overall
gentrification in local area. More academic or specific term for it should
be TPD, which as mentioned before, is only use public transport as a
catalyst. In real world, the urban structure doesn’t transform to a public
transport city.
In practicing “Transit Oriented Development” strategy, Chinese
government also create the SOD mode which means “Service Oriented
Development”. By using the administrative power, government steers
the market to desired new town area by plan new public facilities
like schools, hospitals, sports facilities and even new political centre.
Usually this method was used combined with TOD strategy, which
could attracts lots of investment in short time. This is usually not very
common in western world for less powerful government in planning
affairs, but it is a good choice to solve the traffic congestion in downtown
area when perform in city centre where there is high ridership.
In the case of Shanghai, the
biggest city in China, the
metro network stretched out
from downtown loop line,
connecting the periphery
suburban towns. On the other
hand, shanghai government
specifically planned public
services facilities like higher
education,
health
care
and community service in
these area before it grows
into a new suburban living
community. Gradually more
people would move out of
downtown Shanghai to these
satellite cities, because they
have sufficient facilities and
good public transit to working
place in city centre.

Jiading

Baoshan
Chongming

Qingpu

Downtown Shanghai
Pudong

Songjiang

Shanghai metro network

Encourage more ridership for public transport:
1. Improve the accessibility between the transit stops and the place
where the target group are located. Currently a higher use of public
transport is largely due to the high housing price in downtown and
good local facilities followed the municipal plan, rather than good
transit quality.
2. Encourage the mixed land use plan. Many development around
station is mono functioned. In some places the need for travel to local
service or daily need couldn’t be satisfied by walking or public transit,
and that’s the reason why driving cars is more and more popular
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In North America, the transportation disadvantage not a new term, as
early as 1973 Wachs and Kumagai identified physical mobility as a
major contributor to social and economic inequality in the US context.
Travel disadvantage is reflected mainly as less covered by public
transport or fail to depends on auto-based life because of financial
problems, which is different from the UK’s travel poverty which involved
the social exclusion issues. Whilst there are recently also some
researchers involving more factors in transportation disadvantage
topic like land use accessibility, physical and communication ability.
(Litman,2003)
Transport disadvantage factors in North America Redraw from (Litman,2003)
Factors

Definition

Indicators

Mobility need

Number of “essential trips a person must make

From 5, subtracts one point each for:
enrolled in school, employed outside the
home, is a primary caregiver(responsible
for children or disabled adults), has special
medical requirements(such as dialysis), has
other responsibilities that require frequent
travel.

Land use
accessibility

Average travel distance to
common destinations, based on
land use clustering and mix, and
roadway network connectivity.

One point for each different type of public
services(food store, other retail shops, post
office, school, park) within 0.5 kilometre of
residences.

Physical and
communication
ability

An individual’s physical and communications and communications
ability

One point for being able to walk one
kilometre, bicycle 3 kilometres, speak and
read the local language, has residential
telephone, has residential internet service.

Automobile access

An individual’s ability to use an
automobile

One point for having a drivers license, one
point for having a vehicle rental or carshare
service within the residential neighbourhood,
on point for living in a household that owns
at least one motor vehicle, one point for
owning a personal(not shared ) car, one
point for having a major paved highway
within 5 kilometres of home.

Mobility options

Number of non-automobile mobil- One point each for convenient universal
ity options available to an indidesign(pedestrian
facilities
designed
vidual for local travel
to accommodate people with disability)
walking, cycling,local public transit and taxi
service.

Financial Wealth

Ability to pay for transport.
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Transport poverty in China
Though in current phase, building a physical link between remote
hinterland and outside world seems to be more urgent, in the coastal
cities, several signs already implicate conflicts between governmental
future-oriented projects along with massive public transport and social
interests of numerous floating-population who lived along those transit
lines.
However the Chinese background is different. Different population
base, different target group and different travel mode. Public
transportation in China is comparatively accessible for most people,
while if using the standard in western world, more than half people are
suffered from transport poverty because they cannot afford a car and
oil expense. So transport poverty in China would be a different story.
1. Target group
Vulnerable group in travel poverty is those who cannot drive and who
lived in neighbourhood with isolation from major public transport. This
is due to a high rate of car-ownership for most developed countries,
and many public service and economy activity are operated around
car travel. So relatively those who cannot drive or who failed to buy
a car or having a car but cannot afford the expense of run a car may
suffered a social exclusion. Also, the lack of public transportation in
certain neighbourhood is based on a society where public transport is
highly-specified and privatized, so some neighbourhoods are become
victims of competition between transport companies(Church et al.,
2000).
Background difference between China and Western countries.
Political structure

Urban density

Travel mode

Target group
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The target group in China is different, car ownership is not high
enough making people who do not own personal vehicle excluded
from society, and public transportation is not only organized by official
companies. In suburban area of big cities, informal transport format
plays important role in local life.
2. The political background
The policy making mode difference determined that the way to solve
the travel poverty in each situation is different. In Western world,
bottom-up format like none government organization(NGO) played
almost equal function as Top-down format like government and official
planners. Under this situation, information from vulnerable group could
be reached by many NGOs and negotiation on planning intervention
could be hold between different stakeholders.
In China, the way of planning is more top-down rather than bottom-up,
Government is the commander who need to negotiate the relations
between investors, real estate developers and public. In some certain
situation, developer could build a connect with public directly, but under
the supervision of government(de Jong et al., 2010). This relationship
is easily lead to some planning and construction problem(Ma et al.,
2012), but this mechanism could avoid some travel poverty problem in
Western world like ruthlessly competition.
3. The travel mode/urban structure
Many of Western cities were planned based on planning theory of
Garden City, which contains many suburban neighbourhood remote
from city centre. While the community centre in these neighbourhood
could offer enough daily service to local people. Their travel mode
are mainly based on bus and car + public transportation or purely car
based travel if in a non-TOD community. Those who suffered travel
exclusion, are either have less public transport network coverage, or
the community service could feed the need of daily life.
While in China, the dependency on bicycle and public transportation
are much more than that in western countries. Especially the
dependency on public transportation, like many Asian cities, public
transports, especially bus network works very well in metropolitan
area, though the individual travel based on car increase sharply. Not
only the geographical distribution, but also the frequency of operation
is much denser than service in the West. The traffic expense is also
not a major barrier between vulnerable group and social opportunities,
in many cities, the metro price start at 3 RMB(0.4 EUR), and maximal
fee could be 8~10 RMB(1~1.2 EUR).
Part of the workday outward train schedule from one centre station in Tokyo
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Source: http://citylife.house.sina.com.cn/detail.php?gid=52076&referer=guiyang
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Ideology Changes
Since open door policy in past 30 years, what have been changed
is not only physical environment, but also the ideological concepts
become varies. If we say the huge success of “Open Door” policy is
because every people at that time hold the same hope and target, then
dilemma we faced today is largely due to the different values hold by
different people and the lack of corresponding education comparing to
the high speed economy growth.
The same thing happens in this research, the key issue is different
players in this game have different value and target. What if we check
through the different viewpoints towards the current urban structure
and public transportation network, could we get a hint to the conflicts
and possible solutions?

Who are they?
population: Those low-income and low-skilled people coming
1 Floating
from hinterland China, mainly from Hunan, Guangxi, Jiangxi and
Guangdong provinces, hunting for jobs in Shenzhen, but without a
Shenzhen hukou. In this research, the focused group of floating people
are those who running individual business, and living in urban villages
besides existing and future metro stations.
The manager on all urban issues, representing the
2 Government:
official voice, host the overall urban planning and process, playing the
role of decision making.
company: A state owned cooperation in charge of running metro
3 Metro
lines and manage the periphery service like commercial development
in and over the station. They currently are not involved in the urban
planning process, only playing a role public transport operators.
Who are attracted by convenient public transport service,
4 Investors:
buying land from government and invest new project to make profit
and at the same time offering thousands of job opportunities and help
Shenzhen’s transformation.
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which parallel Luobao line and only 2~3 km away, almost always
has quite low attendance, even in peak hours. Like growth of many
other dimensions in this city, Shenzhen metro also learned a lot from
Hong Kong metro and even attracted Hong Kong’s capital in running
Longhua line, but it fails into situation happened in many other Chinese
cities that can only operate with government fiscal support.
Media critics that it is because of the lack of link between planning and
public transportation. On Shekou line metro stations passed by those
densely populated urban villages, while too many residential districts
along crowded metro lines. One important fact is that government did
consider the link between land use and metro plan, stations were set
for serving both local people and urban development, while the land
around some stations were soon occupied by high-end residential
towers or office buildings, and this the story happened along Shekou
line, people who live and work there drive cars rather than taking metro
or bus lines, so they don’t pay for metro constructions and fares.

Growth pole
Shenzhen is still building new metro lines. In the municipal public
transportation plan, there would 12~15 lines covered the whole
Shenzhen in the future. Currently, some extension projects and new
lines are already started construction, 2~3 lines had publicized the
stations locations. These future stations have already show their
effect on local plan. Land price get times higher after the publicity
day, new developers comes to bid on new plots for new residential
district, new commercial plaza. When these metro work complete, the
first train would passed through an area almost highly developed or
renewed already. That’s generally how the urban expansion or old
town densification progressed in many Chinese cities.
To Shenzhen, we could recognize from the map that such kind of huge
changes would mainly happened along secondary boundary area and
suburban towns. Currently, there locates dozens of urban villages
housed thousands of floating people.

Cost and Revenue
For most of Chinese metro system, the cost of metro operation and
other fees are mostly covered by government, even for Shenzhen,
which have the best profit among many cities, the metro company
could barely make the ends meet. Like most of the city, the major
revenue comes from the ticket fare, the advertisement billboard and
the on-site business. In recent years, the Shenzhen metro company
gradually learned from Hong Kong experience to develop over station
development. But with the intervention from government, most of
these development are social housing and located mostly outside of
downtown district. So from financial perspective, the government and
the company still need to pay the bill.
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this situation, major railway company still could generate a huge profit, and actively
participate in the urban development plan, bringing Tokyo into a TOD city. 69%
travels in Great Tokyo Area are performed by regional railways, in downtown Tokyo,
86% travels are covered by public transport(49% to commuter trains, 30% to metro,
7.6% to bus), which is rarely seen in other mega cities in the world.
Diversification in business
One of the major reason to success is the diversification of business as same as the
method in Hong Kong. Besides joint cooperation with real estate developers, Japanese
travel agencies also actively become self developers, which means in most situation,
they develop property by themselves. Property development is the most profitable
business and has “...increased the liquidity and creditworthiness of rail companies
to the point that loans they need to finance rail expansion are usually available at
favourable terms (and often from the consortia themselves, if necessary)”(Cervero,
1998), some other investments like leisure and sports, engineering and construction,
retailing, hotel, travel agency, trucks and ferries, buses and taxis, all secure the enough
profits to maintain the high accurate railway operation and network expansion.
This situation bring two benefits, one is that like Hong Kong, government could
easily organised the land use along the transit lines with travel agencies, where are
most population located. Some railway stations, especially in suburban area, station
building plus the commercial and service property developed by railway company
forms a station city, plays the role of community centre. That’s how the government
call it: “Railway Integrated Community”. The other benefit is the possible low ticket
fare, partly because of the government’s limits on ticket price, the major reason for its
feasibility is the abundant funding from the agency itself.
Policy support
Government policy on other aspects also help to create a public transport city. Improve
the parking facilities in skirt area but limit such a link in downtown, such a strategy
encourage high P+R mode in suburban area, while a high public transport use in
downtown. Tax incentives are one way that the government encourages ridership
on public transit. All workers in Japan receive a tax-free commuting allowance as
high up to 750 euro per month from their employers (Yamaga,2000). This contrasts
with automobile commuters, who only receive 15% of this amount based on distance
travelled (Cervero, 1998). As well, a portion of expressway tolls and automobile taxes
go directly to public transit demonstration projects and to subsidize the building of
underpass and overpass by railways(Jones, 1983).

Tama centre: Tama centre is one of biggest living clusters combining with commercial,
community service functions. This area was linked closely to Tokyo centre by two major private
railway companies. An pedestrian walking system making public transport more attractive.
60
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Shenzhen, China
One of the biggest difference from these examples is the business range
of travel agency. In China the metro company is named a state-owned
cooperation who is in charge of metro service operation and limited
commercial service inside stations. In this way ,the metro company
couldn’t be self-financing and the operation cost is largely covered by
government. On one hand, metro company could easily execute the
municipal will. On the other hand, there would be less opportunities
to multi- cooperations between travel agency and developers. To
Shenzhen, this situation is better than cities in hinterland for its closed
pace with Hong Kong, so Shenzhen metro has already considered to
use railway yard for building social housing above it. But it is only a
start phase.
The land mechanism is different from Tokyo. In Shenzhen, the land
around the stations are organised by government and planning bureau,
leasing to different developers according to land use identity. There’s
a lack of consideration from public transportation and its related social
problems. Then fall into the local design, there would be a lack between
metro design and the land use design surrounded, especially to many
new town plan. Many new station then become new gentrification pole.
Another important aspect is that to most Chinese cities. They don’t
start public transport plan as early as Hong Kong or Tokyo, while the
traditional city centre have suffered the traffic pressure for long time.
So SOD has been adopt to fill the gap between public transport and
public need, so less consideration on vulnerable groups but just fulfil
the majority need. Urban regeneration project is a possible chance to
give a new think to public transport design in downtown area.

Learn from experience
Hong Kong and Tokyo both have long history of railway construction
and joint development around the station area, there are two aspects
that we could learn from experience.
1. The mixed land use. It is difficult to change the land system in short
period, but it is possible to encourage the metro company joining the
urban planning affair, developing or joint developing certain functional
land followed the governmental will. Comparing to the two reference
cases, it is much easier to steer the work of metro company by
Chinese government. On the other hand, sufficient fund from over
station business could help metro company putting more focus on
social related issues.
2. The vertical design of depot. Comparing the management
improvement, the vertical development over railway facilities is more
practical, this is an ideal solution responding to lacking available
construction land in many downtown area.
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Conclusion

Snake game in metro construction. Source: http://www.infzm.com/content/53573
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Conclusion
As the research question mentioned, based on the overall analysis
from theory research, players comparison and reference study, the
major problem of transit oriented development in Shenzhen and its
related social problem is the current urban structure, public transit
service and the future oriented development, which borrowed the
idea of transit oriented development strategy improperly, have lead to
potential unbalanced opportunity of job, service and time consuming
in travel for low income floating population in Shenzhen.
With current trends in Shenzhen, and even the whole China, the
floating population’s interests undoubtedly couldn’t compete the
economy growth and urban development in municipal’s opinion. With
purely market strategy, the floating population in Shenzhen would be
finally pushed out by developers who hold money in hand. However,
such a development mode would cast great burden on government,
who need to pay for the high public transport cost and lack of low-end
labour source which is a deficit deal.
On one hand, as a huge customer group to support an efficiency metro
system, the floating people need to kept closed to metro station’s 1km
area. On the other hand, to support an feasible community activity and
social cohesion, the urban village business and life are crucial to be
protected from blindly pushing away.
To answer the question “How to improve the Transit oriented
development strategy in China to make it benefit for floating
population?”, One of crucial barrier is the poor physical condition
currently inside urban villages, which greatly hamper the living quality.
Besides that, based on theory research, improving the education level
and social condition in urban village is important to building floating
people’s esteem and improve the physical link and information is
important to make metro service accessible for most people in urban
villages.
To make an economy sustainable development for all stakeholder
from floating people, government to transport agency and developer, a
cooperative over station development with metro company is a feasible
method to start. While encouraging local market nearby a station could
at the same time make a healthy and lively neighbourhood.

Keep a high
efficiency metro
network

+

Keep an active
and lively
community

Keep floating
people on site

Reason to keep the floating people on site
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Choosing the site
Chance as a historical industry area
Besides the vast industry land outside the SEZ, there are several
industry use plots scattered inside the downtown area. They are
mainly distributed along major expressway and railways, servicing
for different use such as Cargo transporting, Hi-tech park and export
processing. The one located in Sungang was used to be a regional
logistic centre closed to the old Shenzhen downtown area : Luohu,
and linked with railway to Hong Kong. While in recent years, the area
has declined to a local warehouses area for daily commodities. Lots
of warehouses have transformed into commercial functions, and with
the trends of regenerating Luohu district, this area is facing more big
changes in the future than other industry compounds.
Based on the phasing period
According to the phases of marketing development around transit
station. The phase two area is most suitable district as a start to
changes the local future destiny. Sungang is one of such districts.
In the near future, there would be 2 metro lines running across this
district, connecting this area with the other parts of city. An increasing
number of investment have already focused on this area, while the
building structure of warehouses means that more possibilities of
changes could happen here.
Located on the boarder
Because of the landscape situation, the available accesses between
SEZ and hinterland are limited. The urban development before
2008(when the secondary checkpoint was retrieved) is largely
influenced by the gate locations on this secondary boundary. The
Sungang district is located near one of three important checkpoints.
There’s a large number of commuters travelling in and out this
bottleneck area every day. The high metabolism speed cast a higher
development pressures here.
The morning peak hour at the original Buji checkpoint near Sungang district
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Typology possibility
Format
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Source: http://citylife.house.sina.com.cn/detail.php?gid=52076&referer=guiyang

Conclusion of analysis
Sungang, like many other urban villages in Shenzhen, suffered from
physical problems and lack of sufficient accessibility. However, also
like some lucky urban villages, they have a lively local market, which
offered fresh food, various daily service and a active street life. The
opportunity for Sungang is starting from the warehouse district nearby,
whose cheap land price attracting the developer and government for
future regeneration, Another opportunity comes from the new metro
lines planned and constructing currently. Local people and business
would welcome a new boost of local atmosphere. However, based
on our research, this opportunity might also be threats that bring
high-end investment around the station, the cheap and convenient
living atmosphere would be dispersed by glorious office towers and
residential slab, and finally lost the proximity of direct access to public
transport.

STRENGTH

WEAKNESS

OPPORTUNITY

THREAT

Lively local market
Mixed functional land
High density area
New metro lines
Government focus
Developers’ fund

Poor building quality
Poor street space
Low accessibility

High end investment

The design strategy for Sungang would follow the result of Sungang,
measurement would range from regional district distribution to local
design intervention, from physical improvement to increase social
cohesion.
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?

Research
question:

considering the potential social crisis relating to public transport.
Based on the theory research and the practical study, this project
not only focus on improving the localization of TOD strategy but also
searching for potential prevention on transport poverty. While the
corresponding target is protecting the interests of vulnerable group,
which in this case is floating population in Shenzhen, and at the same
time, attracting the growing development around station, to maintain a
health community around transit station.

How to improve
the transit oriented
development
strategies in China
to make them benefit
floating group and
contribute to a social- Design strategy: From globalization to localization
economic sustainable
If the theory study are method based on western experience, then the
urban development?
local analysis and on-site visit helped to localized the research into
the Chinese context. The differences such as the different political
background determined that all the planning decisions are reserved
by government. Another difference is that the vulnerable group are
not only the unskilled people in Western theory, but also the normal
commuter who use public transport very often. The transport poverty
in China is actually the potential danger of floating people would be
pushed out along with the high-end development around new public
transit projects. In this game, the floating people have no rights in
economy growth because they are unregistered Shenzhener. The
bargaining chip in arguing existing municipal plan is the inefficient
public transport and monotonous community life if all the floating
people in Shenzhen were pushed out .

Design strategy: From physical to social
The proposed solution are focused on three parts, physical
improvement, social cohesion and usage of public transport. All
strategies in these three have their unparalleled characters comparing
to western cases. Physical improvement is must-be response to living
environment in most developing countries. For a healthy community,
a basic living quality is required. The social cohesion is not purely
social harmonious community in western world but in Chinese context,
protecting local business from been pushed out, offering more working
and learning opportunity and rationally attracting higher investor into
local community. Increasing usage of public transport could be seen
as improvement on existing improper TOD strategy in China, but also
can be a catalyst offering higher chances of meeting between people
from different hierarchy and different corner.
Problem

Direct reason

Solution

Western

No service/No job

No car/
No public transport

Policy/
Management

Eastern

Low living condition/
Poor education skill

High-end development
along transit line

Physical/
Management
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09 CONCLUSION AND REFLECTION
Reflection
The link between Complex Cities studio and this research
According to the object of Complex Cities studio, the research should focus on the
urban spatial process related with social issues, and searching for spatial solutions
from a social perspective. In Shenzhen studio, one of the major social spatial
problem is social and spatial status of floating population embed in the overall fast
developing context. This research is started form the public transportation network
in Shenzhen, considering the possible effect of such important urban structure on
floating population, who consists of 75% of inhabitants of Shenzhen. The result
reveals that, from social processing perspective, the improper implementation of
public transportation plan has aggravated the unbalanced share of social rights,
and potentially has a negative effect on life, job opportunity and required service for
floating population. While the following design give a both physical and social method
in alleviating the problem and help create a fair public transportation network and
healthy urban village community. Based on this point, this research is aligned to the
objective of both Shenzhen scenarios group and the Complex Cities studio.

The link between the group methodology and this research
For the research part, the Complex Cities studio and Shenzhen scenario group have
followed the way of combination of theoretical approach and the on-site analysis,
trying to localised the generic theory research based on different local situation.
In this research ,the analysis start from theoretical research on classical Transit
oriented development and the transport poverty issues recently concerned in the UK,
by transforming the theory and solution to Chinese context, the research discovered
the Chinese version of transport poverty and refined TOD strategy from the social
justice angle.

The link between research design
On the design part, this research has considered the similar experience in Asian cities
in solving similar problems, and looking for possible physical solutions about Transit
oriented development to reflect the research purpose. On the other side, some social
design proposal has also been offered to adapting the governance system in China
which is different from most cases in Western world. So generally both physical and
social design are linked closely with the research part of work

The reflection on broad social context
From a broad perspective, Shenzhen has an outstanding problem of floating people
and urban villages, the overall urban structure and urban life have been severely
affected by chaotic urban structure in both physical and social format, so the result of
this research could help most of the Chinese cities like Shanghai and Beijing where
have a large number floating population to prevent similar problems in the future
project. In an even more broad way, this research could contributes to the theory
structure of Transit oriented development and travel poverty in Asian situation, where
the overall economy status is quite different from the western countries where these
theories came from. Secondly, it could help to find alternative ways on solving the
urban social-physical problem related with low-income people in many developing
countries.
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Expectation/Worries for the
metro construction?

9.

12. How this village could be
improved?

11. Security?

10. Plan for the future?

Owning house˛ how many
and price?

8.

other:

6.

Travel mode & Time:

Leisure

5.

7.

Hospital

Service location :
School

3.

4.

Home location:

2.

other

21.

26. Plan for the future?

25. Expectation/Worries for the
metro construction?

24. How is the rent price?

23. Frequency of travel out village

22. Travel mode:

Leisure

Hospital

19.
20.

Service location:
School

18.

17. Hometown location:

16. Why choosing here

15. Job and location:

14. Years been here:

other

35.

38. How this village could be
improved?

37. Plan for the future?

36. Expectation/Worries for the
metro construction?

Leisure

Hospital

Service location:
School

34.

33.

32.

31. Hometown location:

30. Why choosing here

29. Years been here:

Business
28. Family

44. How this village could be
improved?

43. Expectation/Worries for the
metro construction?

42. Frequency of travel out village

41. Travel mode:

40. Why choosing here
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Name˖
27. How this village could be
Villagers
Floating
Others
improved?
1. Job and location:
13. Family:
39. Aim be in village:

Questionnaire for site visit

